At-Home Test Guidance for CI and CT Staff

When should at-home tests be used?

- Results of at-home tests are recommended to be used to inform public health actions in situations when testing resources are limited or other results are unavailable. Some examples of situations in which LHDs or schools may choose to accept at-home test results to inform public health actions include the bullets shown on page 2 of this document.

- As at-home tests are not routinely reported to public health, they are not recommended for routine use in situations when the results of the test significantly impact others (e.g., situations involving congregate settings, schools, etc.) or when documentation of results is required (e.g., prior to travel or surgery).

How are at-home tests reported and by whom?

- Results of at-home tests are not required to be reported by individuals who take them. They may be reported by a case patient or contact to school, employer, LHD, or CI/CT staff and entered into NC COVID per local guidance and the protocol on the next page.

- For at-home tests ordered by a healthcare provider, individuals who test positive are responsible for immediately reporting the result to the provider. Healthcare providers are responsible for reporting all results to public health for the tests they have ordered.

See next page for recommended action steps on negative and positive test results.
What actions are recommended in the guidance memo for handling negative and positive results?

- **CCTO**: Per the guidance memo, if an existing contact informs you of receiving an at-home test result, it is recommended that you update their monitoring event with testing details. If the result is positive, it is recommended that you follow regular protocol for a contact testing positive and becoming a case patient. Check with your local protocol to see how the entry of at-home tests into CCTO is being handled at your LHD.

- **NC COVID**: Per the guidance memo, negative at-home tests should not be routinely entered in NC COVID; however, positive or negative results *MAY be entered per LHD discretion when these results are being used to inform or facilitate public health actions*. Follow the process described in the NC COVID At-Home Lab Test Job Aid for details and check with your local protocol to see how the entry of at-home tests into NC COVID is being handled at your LHD.

The information in this document is taken from the guidance memo. Check with your supervisor and defer to your local protocol to understand how this guidance is being adapted by your LHD.